June 29, 2020
CAAC Members:
I want to thank you for asking Tim Reed to respond to my previous note. I am also appreciative of the
transparency of Facilities in putting CAAC meeting presentations, agendas and notes on-line. That has
been quite helpful in understanding the Capital Improvement Program.
Unfortunately, I found the response to my June letter to be filled with obfuscation, omissions and
avoidance.
•

•

•

•

$70M contingency spend – It seems that I am supposed to make 2 incredible assumptions with
the response:
1. There won’t be any additional projects with large overages
2. There won’t be any additional need for asbestos removal
I don’t believe either of them. Even so, using these assumptions and the figures provided, 44
projects (removing 10 high overage and 34 hazmat) accounted for $13.3M in overages, that is
still an average of $300,000 in overages per project. With at least 212 projects left to be
completed, that would mean we should expect the need for AT LEAST $63.6M in additional
contingency.
$100M increase – The response is obfuscation and a complete avoidance of the issue. Premium
and interest have absolutely nothing to do with cost estimates. The fact remains that cost
estimates increased over $30M from the original Flipbook presented to voters in 2018 and the
Flipbook that is now on the District’s web site. This $30M increase is in addition to the
contingency addressed above. I stand by my statement – current project costs and cost estimates
have increased by $100M over original Flipbook estimates presented to voters. The response
never disputed that.
Contingency and length of program – The response states: “Status of the contingency is
presented to the CAAC each month”. The presentation of contingency seems to be very
confusing in CAAC presentations and is project-by-project. I would think that the CAAC, just
like the Board of Education, needs to see a running, cumulative total of:
◦ Total Program Contingency
◦ Total Program Contingency Used to Date
◦ Contingency Committed in Previous Month
◦ Total Program Contingency Remaining
That would make things much clearer as to the potential of long-term issues. Anything less than
this is deception.
Viability of Contingency – It seems to me that the response is saying that the capital
improvement program REQUIRES premium from the second issuance to be viable. How much
premium is expected? Based on the calculation of $63.6M in additional contingency needs
above, that second issuance premium needs to be pretty big, particularly since interest in today’s
market will in all likelihood be small going forward. The response proved nothing to me with
regards to viability. I continue to seriously question whether all projects, with stated scope, can
be completed - even with what is shaping up to be more than $100M in additional revenue over
and above the $86M in contingency presented to voters. The CAAC needs to do its job and ask
some really hard questions surrounding this.

Observations as a taxpayer:

1. The response completely avoided my observation. I stated I was appalled at $100M in cost
overruns and revised estimates. The response stated that 64% of projects have not even been
started. That does not refute my observation!
2. The response is complete obfuscation and avoidance of my observation that there has not been
any BoE discussion relating to the use of the premium. I agree that proceeds of the debt (bond),
including premium and accrued interest should solely be used for capital improvements.
However, the May 7th CAAC meeting minutes clearly state “The use of premium and any
distribution is a BoE decision not this department”. My observation was that the CAAC was
told one thing, but in reality, there is no Board of Ed discussion or approval.
3. The response completely avoided addressing my observation that by using $146M+ in
contingency slush funds I wondered how you would expect voters to ever approve another bond
package.
4. The response didn’t even attempt to address my question of whether there would be enough
money to complete all projects promised to taxpayers.
Suggested questions:
1. I find the response’s answer to my question to be very carefully worded, but FALSE. Baseline
cost estimates have changed. I have a copy of the original Flipbook presented to voters and a
copy of the current Flipbook. The project estimates for EVERY SINGLE SCHOOL changed
between those versions. A total increase of approximately $30M. The new estimates are now
used as the baseline when calculating contingency usage. Here are just 3 examples:

School
Alameda HS
GreenMountain HS
West Jefferson Middle School

2018
Current
Baseline
Flipbook
Flipbook
Increase
$18,003,098 $19,434,000
$1,430,902
$13,606,922 $14,361,000
$754,078
$2,323,535
$3,700,000
$1,376,465

2. Yes, $70M in contingency has already been spent or encumbered, ABOVE revised baseline
estimates.
3. No, the response didn’t answer this question previously. The answer is that the Board of Ed did
NOT discuss and approve the use of $50M in bond premium for contingency.
4. The response, once again, completely avoided my question. My question was: ‘How can the
CAAC be absolutely certain that Jeffco will be able to complete all projects with the stated
scope’. Based on overages to date and without some hard and complete numbers, they can’t.
It shouldn’t be this difficult to determine how the Capital Improvement Project is going. The shell
game that is happening with projects, cost estimates, contingency and bond premium make it
extraordinarily difficult. However, it is a fact that things are not going well. Without increased
oversight there will be projects that don’t get completed with their originally stated scope, $100M in
additional funds will have been spent, the CAAC will be left holding the bag and Jeffco won’t get
another Bond request approved by voters.
Robert Greenawalt PMP
303-335-9806

Facilities
809 Quail St., Bldg. #4
Lakewood, Colorado 80215
Phone: 303.982.2590
Fax: 303.982.2400

June 8, 2020
Mr. Robert Greenawalt
990 Everett Street
Lakewood, CO 80215
RE: 6/1/2020 Email to Capital Asset Advisory Committee
Dear Mr. Greenawalt:
In accordance with your request, your email of June 1, 2020, was included in and discussed during the
June 4, 2020 Capital Asset Advisory Committee (CAAC) meeting. The Committee has asked me to
respond to your correspondence. I will address your concerns as listed in the email.


$70M contingency spend: As you are aware, from your CORA request, that approximately $70M
in additional funds have been spent. 75% of that money was on 10 projects, 61% on five of
those 10, they are: 14 track and field projects counted as two projects, Columbine High School,
Alameda International High School additions and renovations and Wilmot Elementary School
addition and renovation. There remain 78 projects that account for $16M or 25%. 34 of those
projects are asbestos abatement and account for $2.7M. Hazardous material removal costs are
not subtracted from an individual school’s project budget. Projects’ status and overages are
discussed, with the CAAC, during the regular monthly meetings.



$100M increase. The pre-election flip book noted that costs and schedule are subject to
change. At the time of publishing, neither premium nor interest earnings had been accounted
for because that revenue was unknown at the time.



Contingency and length of program: The contingency is fluid and changes monthly. Status of
the contingency is presented to the CAAC each month. Interest earned and project savings are
placed into the program contingency as are unspent contingency funds from the larger
Construction Management/General Contractor (CM/GC) projects which have contingencies built
into the guaranteed maximum price (GMP) contract.



Viability of Contingency: You requested and received via CORA request a breakdown of the
income sources supporting the capital improvement program. The first issuance of the bond
along with premium, accrued interest to date and one year of capital transfer the revenue is
$409+M, the second issuance, which has not occurred, is estimated at $240.5M and the
remaining $100M in capital transfer that has been committed to the program results in total
revenue of $749.5M without any first issuance interest going forward nor any premium, bond
interest on the second issuance nor is interest on the capital transfer included. The program is
currently valued at $753M. Forthcoming premium and interest will be relegated to program
contingency.

In Response to your “observations as a taxpayer:”
1. The above discussion covers cost, contingencies, etc. I want to point out the progress that has
been made over the eighteen months of the program. 28 projects have been completed, 65 are
under construction, 28 are in various stages of design and 219 are yet to be started.
2. The following quote is taken from the ballot language, I have italicized a key portion that deals
with spending of bond proceeds.
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“…AND ALSO ACQUIRING, PURCHASING, CONSTRUCTING, EQUIPPING, IMPROVING,
EXPANDING, REPAIRING, REMODELING AND FURNISHING DISTRICT SCHOOL BUILDINGS,
FACILITIES AND GROUNDS; WITH THE DISTRICT TO HAVE A PREFERENCE FOR HIRING LOCAL
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS, AND TO SPEND THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH DEBT ONLY FOR
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND NOT FOR SALARIES OF SENIOR DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION,
AND WITH THE SPENDING OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH DEBT TO BE MONITORED BY THE
CITIZENS’ CAPITAL ASSET ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND BE SUBJECT TO AN ANNUAL
INDEPENDENT AUDIT…”
The proceeds of the debt (bond) include premium and accrued interest.
3. As with previous capital improvement programs, when the committed scope is
completed and additional funding, through contingency, interest or both is available a
list of projects is prepared and submitted to the CAAC for review and approval to
spend the surplus on selected projects.
Regarding your ‘suggested’ questions:
1. The baseline budgets for forthcoming projects have not been reset but remain at the
levels identified in the ‘flipbook’ or shown on the JeffcoBuilds website. A multi-year
capital improvement program most likely will experience differing market conditions.
Year one of this program occurred in a volatile construction market, recent events
may reduce some of the volatility, or increase it due to pent up demand.
2. $70M Contingency: Previously answered.
3. Use of Premium, see above.
4. Rate of contingency expenditure: The CAAC meets monthly and receives updates on
costs, revenue, program status and the progress of projects.
Interesting sentences: see item four above; the department is audited annually.
This capital improvement program is the largest undertaken by Jeffco Public Schools, and
many projects are well underway. You may not be aware that Internal Revenue Service
regulations require that 85% of the bond and proceeds (premium and interest) must be spent
within three years of issuance. We are confident that we will meet that requirement and in
our ability to deliver the total scope using the resources available within the timeframe
established.
Should you have questions or need additional information please contact me.
Sincerely,

Tim Reed
Executive Director Facilities & Construction Management
Cc: CAAC Members, File

